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Cells have smaller structures inside them,  
called components, that each have an  
important function.

Plant and animal cells
Cells can only be seen under a microscope. A microscope magnifies  
an object using lenses.

Remember that:

•  the specimen needs to be thin so light can pass through
•  a dye can be added to make the object easier to see. 

Using a microscope 

1    Move the stage to its lowest position.

2    Place the slide/object on the stage.

3    Choose the objective lens with the lowest magnification.

4      Look through the eyepiece and turn the coarse-focus knob slowly 
until you see the object. 

5    Turn the fine focus knob until it comes into focus.

6    Repeat steps 1–5 using a higher magnification lens.

Microscopes

Specialised cells have special features that allow them to do a specific job or function:

Specialised cells

Particles move in and out of cells by diffusion. 

During diffusion, particles spread out from where they are in high 
concentration to where they are in low concentration. 

Diffusion in water is called osmosis.

Glucose and oxygen move from the blood into cells by diffusion.

Carbon dioxide moves out of cells to the blood by diffusion.

Movement in and out of cells

amoeba        cell        cell membrane        cell wall        chloroplast        concentration        cytoplasm        diffusion        Euglena        flagellum        leaf cell        microscope        mitochondria        nerve cell        nucleus        

red blood cell        root hair cell        specialised cell        sperm cell        unicellular        vacuole

Make sure you can write definitions for these key terms. Key terms

All living things (organisms), are made of cells. Some are only made of a single cell, for example, bacteria. A person is made up of millions of cells joined together.

mitochondria

cell membrane

cytoplasm

nucleus

Cell type Function Special features Diagram

plant cells

root hair cell
absorb water and 
nutrients from soil

•  root hair creates a large surface area

•  no chloroplasts as no light underground

leaf cell

(palisade cell)
carry out photosynthesis

•  found at the top surface of leaves

•  packed with chloroplasts

•   thin with a large surface area to absorb more light

animal cells

red blood cell
transport oxygen around 
the body

•  contain haemoglobin which joins to oxygen

•  no nucleus

•  disc shaped to increase surface area

nerve cell (neurone)
carry electrical impulses 
around the body

•  long and thin with connections at each end

sperm cell
carry male genetic 
material

•  streamlined head and a long tail

•  lots of mitochondria to transfer energy

A unicellular organism only consists of one cell. They have no fixed shape and are adapted to carry out many different functions.

Unicellular organisms

•  nucleus controls growth and reproduction

•   move by moving part of their body and the rest  
follows slowly in the same direction 

•   eat bacteria, algae, and plant cells by engulfing them

•  reproduce by splitting in half (binary fission)

•  microscopic organism found in fresh water

•   contain chloroplasts and make their own food by 
photosynthesis

•  eye spot that detects light 

•   flagellum allows the Euglena to move towards the  
light to make more food

Amoeba Euglena
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Multicellular organisms are made up of many cells and have five levels of organisation:

cell
the smallest building block of 

an organism

tissue
a group of specialised cells 

working together

organ
a group of tissues working 

together

organ  
system

a group of organs working 
together

multicellular 
organism

a group of systems working 
together

increasing complexity

Plant and animal organs
The respiratory system is involved in: 

•  breathing in oxygen (for respiration) 

•  breathing out waste carbon dioxide.

Respiratory system Skeleton

trachea

mouth

nose

ribcage

heart

lung

diaphragm

bronchus

bronchiole
alveolus 
(air sac)

muscle

rib

Measuring lung volume

When you breathe out fully into the plastic tube,  
air from your lungs pushes water out of the bottle.

volume of air in the plastic bottle

=

lung volume

plastic 
tube

plastic jug
(full of 
water)

tank 
with 
water

All the bones in your body make up your skeleton. 

The four main functions of the skeleton are to:

•   support the body        •   protect vital organs

•   help the body move  

•   make blood cells (in the bone marrow).

Joints occur between two or more bones.  
They allow the skeleton to bend. 

Three types of joint are:

1   Hinge joints  
forwards/backwards movements only, e.g., knees

2  Ball-and-socket joints 
    movement in all directions, e.g., shoulders

3   Fixed joints 
no movement allowed, e.g., the skull

In a joint:  •  your bone is protected with cartilage 

                •   the two bones are held together by ligaments.

brain – controls the body

heart – pumps blood
 around the body

lungs – take in oxygen 
and remove carbon 
dioxide

liver – removes toxins
(poisons from the blood)

and produces bile to
help digestion

stomach – digests food

kidney – �lters the 
blood and produces 
urine

intestines – absorb
nutrients from food bladder – stores urine 

stem – holds 
the plant upright

leaf – absorbs 
sunlight for making 
food during 
photosynthesis

root – anchors the 
plant into the ground, 
and takes up water and 
minerals from the soil

jaw bone

sternum

humerus

collar bone

ulna
radius

tibia

kneecap

ankle

�bula

femur

pelvis

vertebral column 
(backbone)

skull

What happens when we breathe?

When you 
breathe in 
(inhale)

•  muscles between ribs contract
•  ribs are pulled up and out
•  diaphragm contracts and flattens
•  volume of the chest increases
•  pressure inside the chest decreases
•  air rushes into the lungs

composition of  
inhaled air:

When you 
breathe out 
(exhale)

•  muscles between ribs relax 
•  ribs are pulled in and down
•  diaphragm relaxes and moves up
•  volume in the chest decreases
•  pressure inside the chest increases
•  air is forced out of the lungs

composition of  
exhaled air:

Muscles
Muscles are a type of tissue – lots of muscle cells work together to cause movement.

Types of muscle include:

•  cardiac (heart) muscle   •  smooth muscle   •  skeletal muscle

Muscles are attached to bones by tendons.

Muscles produce movement by contracting (getting shorter). 

If a muscle contracts it pulls the bone, causing it to move. 

Antagonistic muscles

Pairs of muscles that work together are called antagonistic muscles.  
When one contracts the other relaxes.

For example, biceps and triceps work together to bend and straighten the forearm.

alveolus        antagonistic        bone        bone marrow        contract        cartilage        diaphragm        exhale        inhale        joint        ligament        lung        multicellular        organ         

organ system        respiration        respiratory system        ribcage        skeleton        tendon        tissue        trachea        volume

Make sure you can write definitions for these key terms. Key terms

brain – controls the body

heart – pumps blood
 around the body

lungs – take in oxygen 
and remove carbon 
dioxide

liver – removes toxins
(poisons from the blood)

and produces bile to
help digestion

stomach – digests food

kidney – �lters the 
blood and produces 
urine

intestines – absorb
nutrients from food bladder – stores urine 

stem – holds 
the plant upright

leaf – absorbs 
sunlight for making 
food during 
photosynthesis

root – anchors the 
plant into the ground, 
and takes up water and 
minerals from the soil
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          adolescence        anther        carpel        cervix        cilia        contraception        ejaculation        embryo        fertilisation        fetus        filament        gestation        germination        implant        menstrual cycle        ovary        

oviduct        ovulation        ovule        placenta        pollen        pollination      puberty        semen        sperm duct    stamen        stigma        style        testes        umbilical cord        uterus        urethra        vagina

Make sure you can write definitions for these key terms. Key terms

Plant reproductionHuman reproduction
Adolescence
The time during which you change from being a child to being an adult is  
called adolescence. The physical changes that happen between the ages of 
9–14 are called  
puberty.

These  
changes  
include:

Reproductive systems
female                                                    male

The menstrual cycle
Day 1 – blood from uterus lining leaves 
the body through the vagina.

Day 5 – bleeding stops. Uterus lining 
begins to re-grow.

Day 14 – an egg cell is released from 
one of the ovaries (ovulation). 

The egg cell travels through the 
oviduct towards the uterus. Day 14periods

stop

bleeding

  l
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Day 28 Day 1

egg released

ovary – eggs
mature here

cervix – entrance
to uterus

vagina – receives
sperm from the
penis during
sexual intercourse

uterus (womb) –
the fetus develops
here

fallopian tube (oviduct) – where the egg is fertilised
before travelling along the tube to the uterus

sperm duct –
carries sperm
from the testes
to the urethra
penis – used to
place sperm
into the vaginatestes – where

sperm is made

scrotum – keeps the
testes outside the body
where the temperature
is a few degrees cooler
and better for development
of sperm

urethra

prostate
gland

both of
these

supply
nutrients

for the
sperm

seminal
vesicle

Methods of contraception
Condoms – A thin layer of latex 
rubber that prevents semen being 
released into the vagina.

Contraceptive pill – a daily tablet 
that contains hormones. It prevents 
pregnancy by stopping ovulation. 

Fertilisation

There are three important structures in the uterus during gestation:

placenta – where substances pass from mother to fetus

umbilical cord – connects the fetus to the placenta

fluid sac – shock absorber that protects the baby.

An egg is released 
every month.

The egg cell is moved 
along the oviduct towards 
the uterus by cilia.

Sperm cells are produced 
in the testicles/testes. 

Sperm are mixed with 
nutrients and fluid from the 
glands to form semen.

During sexual intercourse 
a man will release 
semen into the vagina 
(ejaculation).

If a sperm meets the egg 

fertilisation may happen.

The fertilised egg may then 
implant in the uterus lining and 
form an embryo (ball of cells)

the main steps 
in a baby's 

development 
(gestation) during 

pregnancy

1 week – cells beginning 
to specialise

just a dot

3 mm long

3 cm long

7 cm long

4 weeks – spine and brain 
forming, heart beating

9 weeks – tiny movements, 
lips and cheeks sense touch, 
eyes and ears forming

12 weeks – fetus uses its 
muscles to kick, suck, swallow, 
and practise breathing

Parts of a flower

Carpel

female part of the flower
•   the stigma is sticky to catch 

grains of pollen
•  the style holds up the stigma
•  the ovary contains ovules

Stamen

male part of the flower
•  the anther produces pollen
•   the filament holds up the 

anther

Pollination
Pollination is the fertilisation of the ovule, which occurs when pollen is transferred 
from an anther to the stigma. Pollination can occur due to insects or the wind.

When a seed starts to grow it is called germination. 

To germinate, seeds need:

•  water – for the seed to swell and the embryo to start growing

•  oxygen – for respiration and transferring energy for germination

•  warmth – to help speed up the reactions in the plant.

cross-pollination

between two different plants

self-pollination

between the male and female 
parts of the same plant

Fertilisation

The pollen nucleus joins with 
the ovule nucleus. Fertilisation

takes place and a seed will form.

The pollen nucleus moves 
down the tube.

stigma pollen grain
style

ovule

ovule nucleus

ovary

The tube grows out of the pollen 
grain and down through the style.

Germination

stigma

style

ovary

carpel

pollen tube
antherstamen

petal

ovule
receptacle

sepal

pedicel

�lament

egg cell

cilia

nucleus

Boys

voice breaks, sexual 
organs develop, 

testes start to 
produce sperm, 
shoulders widen, 

hair grows on face 
and chest

Girls

breasts develop, 
ovaries start to 

release egg cells, 
periods start, 
hips widen,

pubic  
and underarm 

hair grows, body 
odour develops,  

emotional 
changes, growth 

spurt
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addiction        anus        balanced diet        carbohydrase        carbohydrate        carbon monoxide        catalyst        deficiency        digestion        digestive system        drug        enzyme        fibre        food test        large intestine        

lipid        lipase        mineral        nicotine        nutrient        oesophagus        protease        protein        rectum        small intestine       stimulant    stomach        tar        vitamin        withdrawal symptom

Make sure you can write definitions for these key terms. Key terms

Effects of lifestyle on healthDiet
The digestive system

Bacteria live on 
fibre in your diet in 
the large intestine 
and make important 
vitamins (e.g., 
vitamin K).

mouth, where
food is chewed

salivary glands
add enzymes

oesophagus
(gullet)
carries food
to the stomach

stomach churns food
(physical digestion)
and begins chemical
digestion of proteins

liver
makes bile

gall bladder
stores bile

bile duct –
bile travels to
small intestine

pancreas
makes enzymes

small intestine
where digested
food is absorbed
into blood

large intestine where water and
minerals are absorbed into the blood

rectum
(stores faeces)

anus
(expels faeces)
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Enzymes
Enzymes are special proteins that can break large molecules of nutrients 
down into small molecules.

Enzymes are known as biological catalysts – they speed up digestion 
without being used up.

There are three main types of enzyme involved in digestion:

Type of enzyme

carbohydrase protease lipase

carbohydrates (e.g., 
starch)

sugars

protein

amino acids

lipids

fatty acids and 
glycerol

digests

Nutrients

Nutrient Role in your body

carbohydrates main source of energy

lipids fats and oils provide energy

proteins growth and repair of cells and tissues

vitamins and minerals essential in small amounts to keep you healthy

water needed in all cells and body fluids

fibre provides bulk to food to keep it moving through the 
gut (not actually a nutrient)

Starch

Add a few drops of iodine 
solution to the food solution.

Result: If the solution turns blue-
black, the food contains starch.

Lipids

Add a few drops of ethanol to 
the food solution, shake it, and 
leave for one minute. Then pour 
the ethanol into a test tube of 
water.

Result: If the solution turns 
cloudy, the food contains lipids.

Protein

Add a few drops of copper 
sulfate solution and sodium 
hydroxide solution.

Result: If the solution turns 
purple, the food contains 
protein.

Sugar

Add a few drops of Benedict’s 
solution and heat the solution in 
a water bath.

Result: If the solution turns 
orange-red, the food contains 
sugar.

Food tests

Effects of an unhealthy diet
A balanced diet is when you have the right proportions of the food groups to 
keep you healthy.

Eating an unbalanced diet can lead you to be:

Drugs
Drugs are any chemicals that affect the way your brain and body work.

Medical drugs Recreational drugs

•  used in medicine
•  benefit your health if used correctly
•   used to treat symptoms or cure 

illness
•  some have side effects

examples include: painkillers, 
antibiotics, and cough mixture

•   taken for enjoyment/to relax/stay 
awake

•  normally have no health benefits
•  many can be harmful
•  many are illegal

examples include: alcohol, caffeine, 
heroine, cocaine, tobacco

Alcohol
Alcohol is a depressant because it slows down your body’s reactions.

Drinking large amounts of alcohol over a long time can cause:

•  stomach ulcers     •  heart disease     •  reduced fertility
•  brain damage     •  liver damage (cirrhosis)

Drinking during pregnancy increases the risk of:

•  miscarriage     •  stillbirth     •  premature birth
•  low birth weight babies     •  Fetal Alcohol Syndrome (FAS)

Smoking
Cigarette smoke is full of harmful chemicals including:
tar  –  clogs the lining of the lungs and alveoli, contains cancer-causing 

chemicals
nicotine  – an addictive stimulant
carbon monoxide – stops blood from carrying oxygen.

Smoking can cause many different diseases, including:
•  heart disease     •  emphysema     •  respiratory infections 
• strokes     • lung cancer

Smoking during pregnancy increases the risk of miscarriage and low birth 
weight babies, and can also affect the fetus’ development.

Addiction – When your body becomes used to the chemical changes 
caused by a drug and you need to take the drug to feel normal.

When a person who is addicted to a drug tries to stop taking it, they may 
suffer from sickness, nausea, stomach cramps, headaches, anxiety, and 
sweating. These are called withdrawal symptoms.

underweight

Increased risk of:
•   poor immune 

system
•  lack of energy
•   lack of vitamins 

and minerals.

overweight

Increased risk of:
•  heart disease
•  stroke
•  diabetes
•  some cancers.

vitamin and  
mineral deficient

Vitamin A deficiency 
can lead to night 
blindness.

Vitamin D deficiency 
can lead to rickets.
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Photosynthesis Food chains and webs
Photosynthesis is a chemical reaction that takes place in the 
chloroplasts to produce glucose. 

carbon dioxide + water ➞ oxygen + glucose

herbivore – type of consumer 
that eats the producer

Food chains show the transfer of energy between organisms – the arrows 
represent the direction of energy transfer.

Food webs show how lots of food chains are connected in an ecosystem.

The minerals plants need for growth are:

1   nitrates for growth

2   phosphates for healthy roots

3   potassium for healthy leaves and flowers

4   magnesium for making chlorophyll

If a plant does not have enough of a mineral, it may suffer from a mineral 
deficiency. Farmers can use fertilisers to add missing minerals to the soil.

Leaves are specially adapted for photosynthesis:

• have lots of green chlorophyll – absorb sunlight for photosynthesis

• are thin – allow gases to diffuse in and out of the leaf

• have a large surface area – absorb as much light as possible

•  have veins – xylem and phloem transport water and glucose

Respiration

• Respiration occurs in the mitochondria of cells to transfer energy.

•  Glucose is absorbed from the small intestine into the blood plasma. It 
is transported to the cells where it diffuses in.

•  Oxygen is breathed in and diffuses into the bloodstream. Oxygen is 
then carried by haemoglobin to the cells where it diffuses in.

•  Carbon dioxide diffuses out of the cells into the blood plasma. It is 
transported to the lungs where it diffuses into the air sacs and is exhaled. 

•  This occurs when there is not enough oxygen for aerobic respiration,
such as during strenuous exercise.

• It transfers less energy than aerobic respiration.

•  The lactic acid produced can cause muscle cramps. This causes
increased inhalation to break down lactic acid – the oxygen needed is
called the oxygen debt.

Fermentation (in microorganisms)

•  Yeast respires anaerobically – this fermentation is important in food
production (e.g., bread, beer, and wine).

glucose ➞ ethanol + carbon dioxide ( + energy)

glucose ➞ lactic acid ( + energy)glucose + oxygen ➞ carbon dioxide + water ( + energy)

Anaerobic respiration (in animals)Aerobic respiration

without oxygenwith oxygen

Prey: an organism eaten by another organism. 

Predator: an organism that eats another organism.

Bioaccumulation is the build up of chemicals, like insecticides, passed along a food chain.

Populations and ecosystems
The number of organisms that live in the same area is called a population. Populations 
of organisms are constantly changing – this affects other populations in a food web.

Interdependence is when living organisms depend on each other to survive, grow, 
and reproduce.

Ecosystem: all the organisms found in a particular location, and the area they live in.

Community: the organisms in an ecosystem. Habitat: the area a community lives in.

Niche: the particular place or role that an organism has within an ecosystem. 
This reduces competition for resources.

Chemosynthesis is when bacteria use a variety of chemical reactions to make their own 
glucose. Chemosynthesis:

• uses chemicals as the source of energy • often uses carbon dioxide as a reactant

For example, sulfur bacteria at the bottom of deep sea vents and nitrogen bacteria in the 
soil use chemosynthesis to produce glucose.

Chemosynthesis

Python

Fruit bat

Macaw
Sloth

Banana tree Coconut palm

Jaguar

Tree frog

Iguana
Insects

cactus insect lizard hawk

Chlorophyll in the chloroplasts 
absorbs light.

Oxygen leaves 
through the tiny holes.

Glucose is 
transported to
all the parts 
of the plant. 
Water is 
transported 
from the roots 
to the stem 
and leaves.Carbon dioxide enters the plant through the tiny holes.

light
energy

waxy layer chloroplast

air space

palisade layer

guard cell

spongy layer

Food webFood chain

apex predator – last 
link in a food chain

producer – green 
plant/algae that 

makes its own food

carnivore – type of 
consumer that eats 

other animals

chloroplasts – mainly located on 
the upper side of the leaf where 

the most sunlight reaches

waxy layer – to 
reduce water loss 
by evaporation

stomata – on 
the lower 
surface to 

reduce water 
loss by 

evaporation

aerobic        anaerobic      bioaccumulation        carnivore       chemosynthesis        chlorophyll        community        consumer       deficiency        ecosystem        fermentation        fertiliser      food chain        food web        producer  

habitat       herbivore       interdependence        mitochondria        niche     nitrate        oxygen debt        plasma        phosphate        photosynthesis       population        predator        prey        stomata

Make sure you can write definitions for these key terms.Key terms
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adaptation        competition        chromosome        continuous        characteristic        discontinuous        DNA       inherited variation        environmental variation        evolution        extinct        fossil record        gene        gene bank    

interdependent         natural selection        species        variation

Make sure you can write definitions for these key terms.Key terms

Variation Inheritance Natural selection

Extinction

Adaptation and change

Characteristics
Characteristics are inherited from your parents through genetic material 
stored in the nucleus of cells. 

We inherit half of our DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid) from our mother and 
half from our father.

Differences in characteristics are called variation.

Characteristics are 
passed on from parents to 

offspring

genetic diseases
eye colour

blood group

Surroundings affects 
your characteristics 

dyed hair
tattoos
accent

Inherited variation

Environmental variation

Many characteristics, such as height, are affected by 
both inherited and environmental variation. 

Discontinuous variation
can only result in certain values  
(e.g., blood group or eye colour)

Continuous variation
can take any value within a range 
(e.g., height or hair length) 
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Scientists Watson, Crick, 
Franklin, and Wilkins, 
worked together to 
produce a model of the 
structure of DNA.

sperm contains
23 chromosomes

egg contains
23 chromosomes

during fertilisation 
the genetic material 

joins together

each nucleus in an 
embryo contains 
46 chromosomes

cell division

If a species is not well-adapted to its 
environment it will not survive, and the organisms 
will die before reproducing. A species becomes 
extinct when there are no more individuals of 
that species left anywhere in the world. The 
fossil record shows that many species that 
once lived have become extinct.

Factors leading to extinction:

• changes to the organism’s environment
• destruction of their habitat
• new diseases
• new predators
• increased competition.

Scientists are trying to prevent endangered 
species (at risk of extinction) from becoming extinct.

 For example, by using gene banks to store genetic 
samples from different species.
In the future these can be used for research,  
or to produce new individuals.

Organisms in a species 
show variation caused by 
differences in their genes.

Organisms with the most 
useful characteristics 

survive and reproduce.

This is called ‘survival of 
the fittest’.

Successful genes are 
passed on to the offspring. 

This is repeated many times and over a 
long time can lead to a new species.

Process of natural selection
•  All living organisms have evolved from a

common ancestor, through the process of
natural selection.

• Organisms change slowly over time.

•  Those better adapted to their environment
are more likely to survive.

Adaptation

•  Adaptations are characteristics that help
an organism to survive and reproduce.

For example, the cheetah is the fastest 
land animal. This speed makes it a very 
successful predator.

Competition

Animals compete for: food, water space 
(for shelter and to hunt), and mates (to 
reproduce).

Plants compete for: light, water, space, 
and minerals (plants produce their own 
food through photosynthesis).  

Environmental changes

•  Plants and animals adapt to changes in
their environments.

•  Habitats can change through fire,
climate change, or disease causing
reduced food supplies.

For example, deciduous trees look 
different in each season, and bears 
hibernate somewhere warm in the winter.

Competition and adaption

•  Predator and prey species are
interdependent.

•  This occurs when a change in the
population of one animal directly affects
the population of the other.

For example, the number of Canadian lynx 
and its prey the snowshoe hare.

Inheritance of 
genetic material:

Discontinuous variation should be plotted on a bar chart, and continuous 
variation should be plotted on a histogram.

DNA

•  contains all the information
needed to make an organism

•  is arranged into long strands
called chromosomes.

•  each chromosome is divided
into sections of DNA

•  sections of DNA that contain
the information to produce
a characteristic are called
genes
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boiling            boiling point            change of state            condensation            diffusion          evaporation          freezing          gas          liquid          melting          
mixture            particle          solid          state of matter          sublimation          substance

Make sure you can write a definitions for these key terms.Key terms

Melting point — the temperature at which a substance melts 

Boiling point — the temperature at which a substance boils

If you heat a solid and plot a graph of temperature against time:

Melting and boiling points

Particles move about randomly in liquids and gases and spread out 
through mixtures. This process is called diffusion. How quickly diffusion 
happens depends upon three variables:

Diffusion

Variable Effect on diffusion

temperature
diffusion is faster at higher temperatures because 
particles move faster when hotter

particle size diffusion is slower with larger, heavier particles

state of matter
diffusion is: •  fast in gases     •  slow in liquids

• doesn’t happen in solids

Gas particles move around, colliding with the walls of a container they are 
in. This causes a force called pressure. It depends on three variables:

Gas pressure

Variable Effect on gas pressure

temperature
Pressure increases at higher temperatures  
because particles move faster and therefore 
collide more frequently with the container.

particle size
Pressure increases with greater numbers of 
particles because there are more particles colliding 
with the walls of the container.

state of container

Pressure decreases as the size of container 
increases because particles have more space to 
move around, so they don’t collide with the walls of 
the container as often.
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the melting point will appear as a 
flat line if the substance is pure  
(has only one type of particle).

If you don’t see a flat line, the 
substance is a mixture (has different 
types of particle).

particles are spread out far away from 
each other

yes, because there is space between 
the particles

yes, because the particles can move 
around

gas
particles are touching but can slide 

over each other

no, because the particles are touching 
their neighbours

yes, because the particles can slide 
over each other and move around

liquid
particles do not move around, 

but vibrate on the spot

no, because there is no space 
between the particles

no, because the particles can’t move 
around

solid

changes of state

state of matter

How do the  
particles move?

arrangement of 
particles

can it be  
compressed?

can it flow?

changes of state

particles gain 
energy from the 

surroundings

particles 
vibrate faster

particles lose their 
place in the pattern

particles gain 
more energy from 
the surroundings

particles 
move faster

particles pull 
completely away 
from each other

particles take a 
fixed place in a 

pattern

particles 
move even 

slower

particles lose 
more energy to 

the surroundings

particles come 
close together

particles 
move slower

particles lose 
energy to the 
surroundings

boiling / evaporationmelting

condensationfreezing

Some solids do not exist as liquids, but instead directly change state from 
solid to gas in a process called sublimation.

Sublimation



atom chemical formula chemical symbol compound element molecule Periodic Table

Make sure you can write definitions for these key terms.Key terms

Question • Progress • SucceedChapter 2: Elements, atoms, and compoundsC1 Knowledge organiser

Atoms are incredibly tiny particles that make up all substances.

There are 92 types of atom – one for each of the 92 elements that exist 
naturally.

Each type of atom has different properties (e.g., size or mass).

Atoms

An element:

• cannot be broken down into other substances

• is made of one type of atom only.

Examples of elements include gold, potassium, carbon, and hydrogen.

The names and symbols of all the elements can be found on the 
Periodic Table of elements.

Elements in the 
Periodic Table are 
grouped together  
by their properties, 
which are different  
for each element.

The chemical symbol for an element is universal – it is the same in every 
language, even if the name of the element is different.

Some examples of chemical symbols for common elements are:

Elements

Fr Ra Ac

Cs Ba La Hf Ta W Re Os Ir Pt Au Hg Tl Pb Bi Po At

Rb Sr Y Zr Nb Mo Tc Ru Rh Pd Ag Cd In Sn Sb Te I

K Ca Sc Ti V Cr Mn Fe

H

Co Ni Cu Zn Ga Ge As Se Br

Na Mg Al Si P S Cl

Li

1 2 3 4 5

group number

6 7

0

Be B C N O F

Rn

Xe

Kr

Ar

Ne

He

hydrogen H sulfur S

carbon C sodium Na

oxygen O chlorine CI

nitrogen N magnesium Mg

Compounds:

•  are made of two or more different atoms strongly joined
together.

• can be broken down into other substances.

Naming compounds

In a compound made of a metal and a non-metal, the name of the 
metal comes first.

for example, iron bromide, magnesium fluoride

If the non-metal atom is oxygen, it is called oxide. If the non-metal 
atom is chlorine, it is called chloride.

for example, copper oxide, sodium chloride

In a compound made of a non-metal and oxygen, oxygen comes 
second and is called monoxide if there is one oxygen atom or 
dioxide for two oxygen atoms. 

for example, carbon monoxide, sulfur dioxide

When atoms join together to make a compound, the compound 
has properties that are different to the properties of the atoms that 
make them up. 

For example, the colours of silver compounds are very different 
from the colours of the elements that make them up:

Compounds
A molecule is made up of atoms all chemically bonded to 
each other.
Molecules can be made up from:

Different elements have different masses. So, in a molecule, the 
different atoms that make it up have different masses.

For example, a molecule of water has two hydrogen atoms and 
one oxygen atom.

Molecules

several of the same type 
of atom

for example, oxygen gas 
O2

two or more types 
of atoms

for example, sulfur dioxide 
SO2

chlorine 
(greenish yellow)

iodine 
(dark grey)

silver 
(silvery)

silver chloride 
(white)

silver iodide 
(yellow)

A chemical formula tells you how many of each atom there are in 
a molecule relative to each other. 

H2O
two hydrogen atoms for every oxygen atom 

MgCl2
two chlorine atoms for every one magnesium atom 

NaOH
one sodium atom for every one oxygen atom, and every one 

hydrogen atom

Chemical formulae



balanced symbol equation               catalyst               chemical reaction               combustion               conservation of mass               decomposition               endothermic               exothermic               fossil fuel               fuel 

non-renewable               oxidation               physical change               product               reactant               reversible               thermal decomposition               word equation

Make sure you can write definitions for these key terms. Key terms

Question • Progress • Succeed  Chapter 3: ReactionsC1 Knowledge organiser

A chemical reaction is a process where atoms are rearranged to make new substances with the atoms joined together in different ways.

If a chemical reaction is 
happening you might:

1 see flames or sparks

2 notice a smell

3 hear fizzing or a bang

4  feel the temperature of the 
reaction mixture going up  
or down

Speed of reactions
Some reactions are very fast 
but others can be very slow. 

Adding a catalyst can speed 
up a reaction, for example, to 
make a product more quickly.

Different reactions require 
different catalysts.

A catalyst isn’t used up in the 
reaction but helps the reaction 
along.

Chemical reactions are normally 
not reversible.

This means that you cannot 
turn the products back into 
reactants

The substances that you start with in a 
reaction are called reactants, and the 
ones you finish with are the products.

We can represent a reaction with a 

word equation.

the reactants are on the left 
the products are on the right 
there is an ➞ from the reactants  
to the products

copper + oxygen ➞ copper oxide

We can also use a balanced symbol 
equation to represent a reaction.

2Cu + O2 ➞ 2CuO

A balanced symbol equation shows: 

•   the formula of each substance in the 
reaction

•  how the atoms are rearranged

•   the relative number of atoms of each 
substance.

Equations

reactants products

Thermal decomposition 
reactions
A decomposition reaction is when a 
substance breaks down into simpler 
substances.

Most decomposition reactions need 
heat to happen – this is called thermal 
decomposition.

Burning fuels
Oxidation is when substances react  
with oxygen.

Combustion is a type of oxidation 
reaction where a fuel reacts (burns) with 
oxygen. This transfers energy by heating. 

Petrol, diesel, and coal are all fossil 
fuels and take millions of years to form. 

They cannot be replaced when used, 
and will eventually run out, so are called 
non-renewable.

Fossil fuels produce carbon dioxide and 
water when combusted. This release 
of carbon dioxide is harmful to the 
environment and a cause of climate 
change.

Hydrogen can also be combusted and 
used as a fuel.

This may be better than using fossil fuels 
because it only produces water as a 
product.

2H2 + O2 ➞ 2H2O

Types of reaction
All chemical reactions involve an energy transfer to or from the surroundings:

Conservation of mass
In a reaction, atoms are not created or destroyed – they are just rearranged. 

The total mass of the reactants is always equal to the total mass of the products.  
This is called conservation of mass.

If the mass seems to increase, it is because atoms have been added from a gas.

magnesium + oxygen (gas) ➞ magnesium oxide

If the mass seems to have decreased, it is because atoms have rearranged and formed a 
gas that has escaped.

calcium + water ➞ calcium hydroxide + hydrogen (gas)

Changes of state are not chemical reactions, but they are reversible this is called a 
physical change.

This is because no new substances are made.

for example, water, ice, and steam are all made of molecules of the same substance (H2O) 
in different states, and the change from one state to another is reversible

What happens during a chemical reaction?

Energy transfer
Temperature of 
surroundings

Type of reaction
Example

from the 
surroundings to the 

reaction mixture
decreases endothermic

thermal 
decomposition

to the surroundings 
from the reaction 

mixture
increases exothermic combustion



Question • Progress • Succeed  Chapter 4: Acids and alkalisC1 Knowledge organiser

If you want to know if something is acidic or alkaline, you need 
to use an indicator. Indicators contain a dye that turns different 
colours in acidic and alkaline solutions.

Litmus paper is a type of indicator. It can be either pink paper  
or blue paper.

•  in acid – blue paper turns pink

•  in alkali – pink paper turns blue 

Indicators
When an acid reacts with a metal element or compound a salt is formed.
The hydrogen atoms of the acid are replaced with atoms of the metal element.

A base is a compound that can react with  
an acid to make a neutral solution. 

This is called neutralisation. 

Bases that are soluble in water  
are alkalis.

Neutralisation reactions produce water and a salt.

acid + base ➞ salt + water

for example,

   sodium hydroxide + hydrochloric acid ➞ sodium chloride + water

                  copper oxide + sulfuric acid ➞ copper sulfate + water

Metals can also react with acids, but they produce a salt and hydrogen gas.

for example, 

magnesium + hydrochloric acid ➞ magnesium chloride + hydrogen

Naming salts

The name of the metal comes first, for example, magnesium chloride. 

Different acids produce different types of salt:

•   hydrochloric acid produces metal chlorides

•   sulfuric acid produces metal sulfates

•   nitric acid produces metal nitrates

Reactions with acids
Acids and alkalis are special solutions which are chemical 
opposites to each other. 

If a solution is between acid and alkaline it is neutral. 

Acids and alkalis can be:

Acids and alkalis are corrosive 

This means that they can cause  
burns if they get on your skin.

Acids and alkalis can be extremely dangerous, depending on 
the type of acid/alkali and its concentration.

As a general rule the more concentrated the solution, the more 
dangerous it can be.

Acids and alkalis

concentrated                                 dilute

Lots of acid/alkali particles  
for the amount of water.

A small number of acid/alkali 
particles in the same amount 
of water.

Very
acidic

Slightly
acidic

Slightly
alkaline

Very
alkaline

pH

1

2

3

4

5

6

9

10

11

12

13

14

8

0

7

OVEN
cleaner

Neutral

Zn + H2SO4                                                 ZnSO4+ H2

zinc + sulfuric acid               zinc sulfate + hydrogen

alkalis

bases

sodium 
hydroxide

copper
oxide

calcium
oxide

acid               alkali               base               concentrated               corrosive               dilute               indicator               litmus               neutral               neutralisation               pH scale               salt               universal indicator

Make sure you can write definitions for these key terms. Key terms

The pH scale is a 
measure of how  
acidic or alkaline 
something is.

Universal indicator 
is a type of indicator 
that tells you how acidic 
or alkaline a solution 
is – not just whether it 
is acidic or alkaline. It 
turns a different colour 
at each pH – the pH 
scale shows the colours 
of universal indicator in 
solutions of different pH.

less than 7 is acidic

exactly 7 is neutral

more than 7 is 
alkaline

hydrochloric acid

lemon juice

orange juice 
vinegar

black coffee

rainwater

pure water
seawater
baking soda
milk of magnesia
soap

washing soda

oven cleaner
sodium hydroxide

Universal 
indicator 
solution

➞

➞



solids liquids gases at room temprature

metals non-metals

Li
lithium

Be
beryllium

H
hydrogen

Na
sodium

Mg
magnesium

K
potassium

Rb
rubidium

Sr
strontium

Y
yttrium

La
lanthanum

Cs
caesium

Fr
francium

Ba
barium

Ra
radium

Ca
calcium

Sc
scandium

Ti
titanium

V
vanadium

Nb
niobium

Mo
molybdenum

Ta
tantalum

W
tungsten

Cr
chromium

Mn
manganese

Tc
technetium

Re
rhenium

Os
osmium

Ru
ruthenium

Fe
iron

Co
cobalt

Rh
rhodium

Ir
iridium

Pt
platinum

Pd
palladium

Ni
nickel

Cu
copper

Ag
silver

Au
gold

Zn
zinc

Ga
gallium

Al
aluminum

B
boron

C
carbon

Si
silicon

P
phosphorus

Ge
germanium

As
arsenic

S
sulfur

Cl
chlorine

Ar
argon

Se
selenium

Br
bromine

Kr
krypton

Xe
xenon

Rn
radon

Po
polonium

Bi
bismuth

Sb
antimony

Sn
tin

In
indium

Tl
thallium

Pb
lead

Te
tellurium

At
astatine

I
iodine

N
nitrogen

O
oxygen

He
helium

F
�uorine

Ne
neon

Cd
cadmium

Hg
mercury

Zr
zirconium

Hf
hafnium

alkali metal        brittle         conductor        chemical property        dense        displacement reaction        element        group        halogen        malleable        metal        noble gas        non-metal         

period        Periodic Table       physical property        sonorous        reactive

Make sure you can write definitions for these key terms. Key terms

Question • Progress • Succeed  Chapter 1: The Periodic TableC2 Knowledge organiser
The Periodic Table displays the names and symbols of all the elements we have discovered which are organised by their chemical properties and their physical properties.

Physical properties
The physical properties of an element describe how a substance behaves generally.

(E.g., conductor of electricity, dense, conductor of heat, shiny, malleable, sonorous, high melting and boiling points)

Chemical properties
The chemical properties of an element describe how a substance behaves in terms of its chemical reactions. 

For example, how reactive it is, what other substances it reacts with, and the products it forms in reactions.

•  columns are called groups

•  rows are called periods

Elements in a group normally have similar 
properties, meaning chemists can predict 
properties of elements based on their 
group.

metals are to the left of the red line

non-metals are on the right

•   normally good conductors of heat and 
electricity

•  shiny when cut

•  malleable

•  dense and sonorous 

•  most have high melting points

Metals

•   often have properties the opposite of 
metals 

•   low boiling points, so are gases at room 
temperature

•   poor conductors of electricity and heat

•  dull in appearance 

•  low density

•  brittle and not sonorous

Non-metals

•  called the noble gases

•  very unreactive

•   low boiling points, so are gases at room 
temperature

•   like the halogens, their boiling points 
increase down the group

Group 0
Group 7

•  called the halogens 

•  generally very reactive

•  generally the opposite of Group 1

•  melting point increases down the group while reactivity decreases. 

•   take part in displacement reactions, where an element from higher up the group takes the place of one from lower 
down the group in a compound. 

For example: potassium iodide + chlorine ➞ potassium chloride + iodine

This version of the Periodic Table does not include every discovered element.

•  called the alkali metals

•   like all other metals but are very 
reactive

•  react vigorously (strongly) with water

•   get more reactive as you go down the 
group 

•   lower melting points than most  
other metals

•   melting points decrease down  
the group

•   always produce a metal hydroxide and 
hydrogen gas when reacted with water

Group 1



Chromatography
A method used to separate mixtures that are soluble in the same solvent.

1    A mixture like ink is placed on a piece of paper, which is placed  
in a solvent.  

2   As the solvent moves up the paper it separates all the different  
constituents (parts) of the ink, producing a chromatogram.

Evaporation
A method to separate a solute and a solvent, keeping the solute.

1   The solution is heated then left in an evaporating basin until all the solvent 
evaporates. 

2   The solute is left behind as a solid.   

chromatography        chromatogram        compound        condenser        dissolve        distillation        evaporation          filtrate        filtration        filter paper         impure substance        insoluble        mixture         pure substance        

residue        saturated        separate        solvent        solute        soluble        solubility        solution

Make sure you can write definitions for these key terms. Key terms

Question • Progress • Succeed  Chapter 2: Separation techniquesC2 Knowledge organiser

What are mixtures? How can we separate mixtures?
Filtration
A method to separate a mixture of an undissolved solid and a liquid.

1   Filter paper has extremely small holes in it.

2   Particles in a liquid or solution are so tiny that they can fit through the holes. 

3   Larger particles of the solid are too big to fit through the holes and are held 
back by the paper. 

•   Residue: solids left behind in the filter paper. 

•   Filtrate: the liquid that passes through the filter paper.

Distillation
A method that separates a solute and a solvent while keeping the solvent. 

1  The solution is boiled so the solvent turns in to a gas. 

2   The gas is then cooled down in a condenser, where it turns back into a 
liquid and can be collected. 

Mixtures are different substances found together, but not chemically bonded. 
This means the different substances can be separated from each other.

 In a compound, different substances are chemically bonded together, while in 
a mixture they are not. 

 The substances that make up a mixture keep their own properties and are 
easy to separate. 

 You can change the amounts of the substances in a mixture.

You can tell the difference between a pure substance and an impure 
substance – a pure substance has a single, sharp melting point, while an 
impure substance (a mixture) has a range of temperatures for its melting point.

Solutions
Solutions are a type of mixture made of two parts:

1  Solvent: the liquid that makes up most of the solution.

2  Solute: the substance that is added to the solvent and dissolves into it.

The solute usually starts as a solid, and its particles break away from each 
other and move into the solvent.

Solubility
The solubility of a solute means how much solute can dissolve in a certain 
volume of solvent.

•   Different solutes have different solubilities in different solvents.

•   Increasing the temperature often increases the solubility.

•   Soluble substances can dissolve, insoluble substances cannot. 

Saturated: when so much solute has been added to the solvent that no more 
can dissolve, we say the mixture is saturated.

clamp

conical �ask

�ltrate (water)

residue (sand)
�lter funnel
�lter paper

condenser

water out

water in

salty water

Bunsen burner

beaker

pure water

thermometer

chromatography
paper

beaker

water
ink

pencil

evaporating
basin mixture

Bunsen
burner



acid        displacement reaction        metal        reaction        reactivity        reactivity series        salt        state symbol

Make sure you can write definitions for these key terms.Key terms

Question • Progress • SucceedChapter 3: Metals and acidsC2 Knowledge organiser

The three main acids are hydrochloric acid, sulfuric acid, and nitric acid. 

Metals can react with all of these acids to produce a salt and hydrogen gas.

copper + hydrochloric acid ➞ copper chloride + hydrogen

iron + sulfuric acid ➞ iron sulfate + hydrogen

magnesium + nitric acid ➞ magnesium nitrate + hydrogen

•  Very reactive metals like sodium will react with cold water to produce a metal
hydroxide and hydrogen gas.

 sodium +   water  ➞ sodium hydroxide + hydrogen

 2Na(s) + 2H2O(l) ➞      2NaOH(aq)    +H2(g)

•  Other metals like magnesium only react with steam, and produce a metal
oxide and hydrogen.

 magnesium + steam  ➞ magnesium oxide + hydrogen

         Mg(s)   +H2O(g) ➞         MgO(s)      +H2(g)

Magnesium can be reacted with steam using the following experimental set-up.

Metals and water/steam

mineral wool soaked in
water to make steam

glass tube

clamp

Bunsen burner

magnesium
ribbon

The gas produced when reacting a metal and a salt can be collected in an 
upturned test tube, and a test performed to check that the gas is hydrogen.

Insert a lit splint into the upturned test tube – if the gas is hydrogen, there will 
be a ‘pop’ sound.

Testing for hydrogen gas

most reactive

potassium

sodium

lithium

calcium

magnesium

aluminium

zinc

iron

lead

copper

silver

gold

least reactive

The reactivity series

•  Many metals will react with oxygen from the air to produce a metal oxide.

•  Often, they will need to be heated before they can react.

Metals and oxygen

•  Symbol equations have letters in brackets after each substance.

•  These tell you the state of matter of each substance, and are called state
symbols:

(s) = solid, (l) = liquid, (g) = gas, (aq) = dissolved in water

For example, H2O(s) is ice, H2O(l) is water, H2O(g) is steam, and NaCl(aq) 
is sodium chloride (table salt) dissolved in water.

State symbols

Metal Reaction with oxygen 

magnesium burns vigorously

zinc burns less vigorously

iron burns

lead do not burn; when heated, form layer  
of oxide on surfacecopper

gold no reaction

•  A displacement reaction occurs when a more reactive element takes the
place of a less reactive element in a compound.

•  In metals, this means that the more reactive metal will become a
compound,
and the less reactive one an element.

For example, iron is more reactive than copper so:

Metal displacement reactions
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•  If a metal reacts with an acid, it produces a salt and hydrogen gas.

• All acid compounds have hydrogen in them.

• When the hydrogen is replaced by a metal, the compound is called a salt.

For example, sulfuric acid has the formula H2SO4. Copper sulfate has the 
formula CuSO4 – it is a salt because the copper has taken the place of the 
hydrogen in sulfuric acid. 

Metals and acids
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Make sure you can write definitions for these key terms. Key terms

Question • Progress • Succeed  Chapter 4: The EarthC2 Knowledge organiser

The Earth is made of several layers:

•   The crust is rocky and solid.

•  The mantle is solid rock but can flow. 

•  The outer core is liquid metal and the inner core is solid metal. 

The Earth The crust
crust mantle

outer core

inner core

oxygen
46.4

silicon
28.2

aluminium
8.3

iron
5.6

calcium
4.2

sodium
2.4

magnesium
2.3

potassium, titanium,
and hydrogen

2.1

Percentages do not
add up  to 100%
owing to rounding.

weathering

transport

volcano

magma
melting

melting

cooling
and freezing

cooling
and

freezing

mountain
uplift

lake

deposition

compaction or
cementation

heat and
pressure

heating and
pressure

igneous
rock

metamorphic
rock

sedimentary
rock

Because the different rocks can turn into each other, we say that there is a rock cycle. 

The rock cycle

Type of rock How it is formed Properties Uses

sedimentary rock

•   sediment piles up 
in one place and 
over many years 
stick together by 
compaction or 
cementation 

•   compaction: weight 
of sediments above 
squeeze them into rocks

•   cementation: another 
substance sticks the 
sediments together

•   porous: made of small 
grains stuck together 
so there are holes 
that water can pass 
through

•   soft: easy to break 
apart the sediments 

building materials 
(e.g., sandstone and 
limestone)

igneous rock

•   when liquid rock cools 
it turns into igneous 
rocks these are made of 
crystals locked tightly 
together

•   Magma: liquid rock 
underground – cools 
slowly and forms large 
crystals.

•   Lava: liquid rock above 
the ground – cools 
quickly and forms small 
crystals. 

•   Durable and hard 
(difficult to damage): 
the crystals are locked 
tightly together

•   Not porous: there is 
no space between 
crystals

pavement 
rail tracks

metamorphic rock

•   other rocks under the 
Earth are heated and put 
under pressure 

•   over time, these rocks 
become metamorphic 

•   Not porous: there is 
no space between 
crystals 

marble used for kitchens

slate used for roofing 
tiles 

The atmosphere is a layer of gas surrounding the Earth.  
It is mainly comprised of nitrogen and oxygen.

The atmosphere

78%
nitrogen, N2

21%
oxygen, O2 1% argon, Ar

0.04% carbon
dioxide, CO2

The Earth’s crust contains many naturally-occurring 
elements in different proportions.

There are three types of rock that 
make up the Earth’s crust. These 
are formed by different processes in 
the rock cycle, and have different 
properties.

Types of rock



Question • Progress • Succeed  Chapter 1: ForcesP1 Knowledge organiser

In physics, a field is a special region where certain objects experience 
a non-contact force. For example, when

•   a mass experiences a force in a gravitational field 

•    a magnetic material (like iron) experiences a force in a  
magnetic field 

•   a charged object experiences a force in an electrostatic field.

As you get further away from a mass, a magnet, or a charged object, 
the field gets weaker.

Weight and mass
Mass is the amount of ‘stuff’ something is made of – it is measured  
in kilograms (kg).

Weight is a force so it is measured in newtons. 

weight (N) = mass (kg)   ×                           (N/kg) 

The gravitational field strength on Earth is about 10 N/kg.

Your weight depends on the gravitational field strength but your mass 
is the same everywhere.

Fields and non-contact forces
A force can be a push or a pull.

Forces can be measured  
using a newtonmeter.

Forces are measured in  
newtons (N).

Contact forces occur when objects are touching, for example:

•   friction    

•   drag forces (air resistance and water resistance)

•   support forces (e.g., reaction forces)

Non-contact forces work at a distance, for example:

•  gravity    •  magnetic force   •  electrostatic force

Forces always occur in pairs. 

The pairs are called  
interaction pairs.

What are forces?
Friction is a contact force that occurs when two objects move against 
each other. It happens because all surfaces have some roughness – 
even ones that look smooth.

Friction can be reduced by adding lubrication (e.g., oil or grease).

Friction is often useful, for example:

•   you need friction to walk across surfaces

•   the brakes on a bike need friction to work.

A solid moving through a liquid or a  
gas has to push the liquid or gas  
particles out of the way. This  
produces a drag force on the  
solid object.

Water resistance and air resistance are drag forces.

Drag forces can be useful if we need to slow something down, for 
example, by using parachutes.

Making an object more streamlined will reduce the drag forces on it.

Drag forces and friction

When the forces acting on an object are the  
same size, but act in opposite directions, we say  
that they are balanced.

The balanced forces cancel out, and the object  
is in equilibrium.

If the forces are not the same size, and do  
not cancel each other out, we say they  
are unbalanced.

The larger the difference between unbalanced  
forces, the quicker the object will change speed.

Balanced and unbalanced forces

air resistance               balanced               compress               contact force               drag force               elastic limit               electrostatic force               equilibrium               extension               field               friction 

gravitational field strength               gravity               Hooke’s law               interaction pair               linear               lubrication               magnetic force               mass               newton               newtonmeter               non-contact force                

               reaction force               stretch               streamlined               tension               unbalanced                upthrust               water resistance               weight

Make sure you can write definitions for these key terms. Key terms

When you stand on the floor:

•   your weight pushes the particles in the floor together

•   the bonds between the particles are compressed

•   the compressed particles push back and support you.

A support force that balances 
the weight of an object is  
called the reaction force.  
Upthrust is another example  
of a support force.

Reaction forces

bond

You compress the bonds 
when you exert a force.

Some objects – like springs – can be stretched when pulled.  
The amount they stretch by is called the extension.

A force called tension makes a spring return to its original length  
(unless it has gone beyond its elastic limit).

Hooke’s law states that the  
extension of a spring doubles  
when you double the force. 
This means there is a linear  
relationship between force  
and extension.

Hooke’s law

Extension x
0

0

Force F
6 N2 N

2 N2 N

gravitational
field strength

force exerted by
Sam on Sophie

force exerted by
Sophie on Sam

a solid moves 
through a gas

a solid moves 
through a liquid

force F

extension x

bond
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A wave is an oscillation or vibration that transfers energy.  
Matter is not transferred. Waves can be longitudinal or transverse.

Amplitude – distance from the middle to the top or 
bottom of the wave

Wavelength – distance between a point on the wave to 
the same point on the next wave

Trough – bottom of the wave   Peak – top of the wave

Frequency – how many waves go past a particular point in 
a second, measured in hertz (Hz) or kHz

If waves meet they superpose. This means they add up or cancel 
out, depending on if they are in time with each other or not.

Properties of waves
Sound is produced by vibrations, which make air 
molecules oscillate. 

Sound is a longitudinal wave.

Waves can be reflected from a surface. The wave hitting the surface is 
the incident wave, and the wave bouncing off is the reflected wave.

A reflected sound wave is heard as an echo. The time delay of an 
echo can be used to work out the distance to an object. 

Ultrasound (waves >20 kHz) is used to make images of unborn 
babies, in medical scans, and for underwater (sonar) searches.

Sound waves

Hearing damage be caused by a number of factors, for example:

• a hole in the ear drum (grows back naturally)
• canal blocked with wax (curable)
•  loud sounds or injury, causing damage to the hairs in the

cochlea (permanent).

Hearing

pinna

ossicles

semi-circular 
canals

auditory nerve

cochlea

eardrum oval window

auditory canal

amplitude
peak

wavelength

one complete wave

trough

λ

Measuring sound
a loud and

high-pitched

c quiet and
high-pitched
(higher pitch
than a)

b loud and
low-pitched

Oscilloscopes display sound waves.

Humans can hear frequencies 20 Hz to 
20 kHz. Above this is ultrasound. Below 
this is infrasound.

Sound volume is measured in decibels 
(dB). The decibel scale is not linear – a 
10dB increase is 10 times the volume.

In a microphone sound waves hit a diaphragm making it vibrate.  
This produces an electrical signal by moving a coil of wire over  
a magnet. Speakers are the opposite to microphones – an electrical 
signal is turned into sound by moving a cone backwards and forwards.

Recording and playing sounds

Part of 
ear Structure Function

outer ear

pinna directs sound into auditory canal

auditory canal sound travels through it to reach the 
eardrum

eardrum vibrates and passes vibrations to the 
ossicles

middle 
ear

ossicles tiny bones that amplify sound

inner ear
cochlea

filled with thousands of tiny hairs and 
liquid – sound makes the hairs move, 
which sends an electrical signal to your 
brain

semi-circular 
canals helps you keep your balance

fastest in solids (e.g., steel ≈ 5000 m/s)

in liquids (e.g., water ≈ 1500 m/s)

in gases (e.g., air ≈ 340 m/s)slowest

speed 
of 

sound

amplify        amplitude        auditory canal        auditory nerve        cochlea        compression      decibel        diaphragm        eardrum        frequency        hertz        incident wave        infrasound        longitudinal         oscillation        

oscilloscope        ossicle        oval window        peak        pinna        pitch        rarefaction        reflected          semi-circular canal        superpose        transverse        trough       ultrasound     vibration        wavelength         

Make sure you can write definitions for these key terms.Key terms

Transverse and longitudinal waves

oscillations perpendicular to energy transfer

energy
transferoscillations

energy
transferoscillations

oscillations parallel
to energy transfer

compressions

rarefactions

Transverse 
waves

Longitudinal 
waves

Your ear is made of many specially adapted structures that detect and 
transmit sound waves, allowing you to hear noises.
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Luminous objects are sources of light. 

Non-luminous objects do not produce their own light.

When light hits an object it can be  
absorbed, reflected, or transmitted.

If an object is:

transparent – most light is transmitted

translucent – light is scattered

opaque – no light is transmitted so a shadow is produced.

Light can travel through gases, some solids and liquids, and 
completely empty space (a vacuum). 

The speed of light in a vacuum is about 300 000 km/s.

Distances in space are measured in light-time. Remember that  
light-time is a distance (not a measure of time).

A light-minute is the distance light travels in one minute.

A light-year is the distance light travels in one year.

How does light travel?

absorb        angle of incidence        charge-coupled device        colour        converging        convex        diffuse scattering        filter         focal point        focus        incident ray        law of reflection        lens         

light-time        luminous        normal        opaque        photoreceptor        pixel        primary colour        prism        real image        refraction        retina        secondary transmit        spectrum        specular reflection        

reflection        translucent        transmit        transparent        virtual image        

Make sure you can write definitions for these key terms. Key terms

transmitted

absorbed

re�ected

A prism refracts different colours of light by different amounts.  
This disperses light into a continuous spectrum of colours.

The primary colours of light are red,  
green, and blue.

Secondary colours are produced when  
any two primary colours are mixed.

Filters subtract colours from white light,  
so that only one colour of light is transmitted.

Objects appear to be different colours because they reflect some 
colours of light and absorb others. 

Black objects absorb all colours and white objects reflect all colours.

Colours of light

green

yellow

red

magenta

blue cyan

white

The law of reflection states that:

The angle of incidence is equal  
to the angle of reflection.

Images in mirrors are virtual –  
they look like they are behind  
the mirror.

Whether or not you can see a clear reflected image depends on how 
smooth the surface is:

Refraction is when light changes direction when it travels from  
one medium (material, such as air or water) to another.

Refraction happens because light travels at different speeds in  
different materials. 

Rays of light will be refracted:

•    towards the normal if they slow  
down, such as going from air to glass

•    away from the normal if they speed  
up, such as going from water to air.

Lenses use refraction to spread out or focus light. 

Convex (or converging) lenses (like the ones in your eyes) are 
shaped to focus the light to a point – called the focal point.

Reflection and refraction of light

mirror

normal

angle of
incidence

angle of
re�ection

re�ected
ray

incident
ray

candle virtual image
of candle

mirror

smooth
surface

rough
surface

a) b)

specular reflection diffuse scattering

normal
line

air

angle of
refraction r

angle of
incidence i

glass

parallel rays
converging lens

focal point

Light entering your eye is refracted by the lens,  
focusing it on the retina and creating an  
inverted image.

Photoreceptors detect the light hitting your  
retina and send an electrical impulse to  
your brain.

How do eyes and cameras work? 
Cameras work in the same way as your eye 
– light passes through an opening and a real 
image is formed on a screen or film. 

Digital cameras now have a charge-coupled 
device (CCD) instead of film – when light hits 
a pixel it produces an electrical charge.object

retina and image

cornea

lens

pupil

iris

optic nerve
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artificial satellite       asteroid       axis        comet        dwarf planet        exoplanet        galaxy        gravity        gas giant          inner planet          lunar eclipse      meteor       meteorite        Milky Way        

Moon        natural satellite        orbit        outer planet        penumbra       planet       solar eclipse        Solar System        star        Sun          terrestrial           umbra       Universe

Make sure you can write definitions for these key terms. Key terms

A galaxy is a collection of billions of stars.

The Earth is in the Milky Way galaxy.

Planets are large objects that orbit stars,  
and do not produce light.

Asteroids are rocky objects smaller than  
planets, that also orbit stars.

Satellites are objects that orbit planets.  
This includes natural satellites (moons)   
and artificial satellites (e.g., the  
International Space Station).

Meteors are bits of rock which burn  
up in Earth’s atmosphere. They   
are called meteorites once they hit  
the ground.

Space

The Earth is the only place we have found life in the Universe.

It takes a year for the Earth to orbit the Sun - 365.2442 days. We add 
one day every fourth year (a leap year) because of the extra 0.2442 days.

The Earth’s axis is tilted 23.4 degrees, which causes seasons  
(which have different day lengths and temperatures).

The Earth

March
spring in the north and 
autumn in the south

September
autumn in the north and 

spring in the south

December
winter in the north and 
summer in the south

June
summer in the north and 

winter in the south

Sun

The Earth spins on its axis every 24 hours, giving us day and night.

Our Solar System is everything that orbits around the Sun.  
This includes:

•   Inner planets – the terrestrial (rocky) planets

 Mercury Venus

 Earth Mars

•   Asteroid belt (Including the dwarf planet Ceres)

•   Outer planets – the gas giants

 Jupiter Saturn

 Uranus  Neptune

•   Kuiper belt objects (such as Pluto)

•   Comets (balls of ice)

The further a planet is from the Sun, the colder its temperature is 
(apart from Venus, because of its thick atmosphere).

Gravity pulled gas and dust together to form the Sun about 5 billion 
years ago. The planets then formed from a spinning disc of gas and 
dust around the Sun.

An exoplanet is a planet that is orbiting a star that is not the Sun.

The Solar System

Pluto’s orbit

path of comet

The Moon orbits the Earth every 27 days and 7 hours.

It takes the same amount of time to spin on its axis, so we always see 
the same side.

Phases of the moon
As the Moon moves around the Earth different parts are lit by the Sun, 
so it looks different to us. 

Solar eclipses 
The Moon blocks light hitting part of the Earth. The umbra is the 
region of total darkness (like night), and the penumbra is where the 
light is partially blocked.

Lunar eclipses
The earth stops light hitting the Moon.

The Moon

Earth

light from Sun

What we see:

new crescent �rst
quarter

gibbous full gibbous third
quarter

crescent

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Moon

1

2

3

4

5

8 6
7

Sun

Moon

Earth

umbra
penumbra

Sun
Earth

Moon

The Universe

Galaxies

Stars

Planets, asteroids, 
and comets

Moons

contains 
billions of

contain 
billions of

are orbited 
by

planets may 
have
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ammeter        attract        conductor         current        electron        electric field        electromagnet        insulator        repel        magnet        magnetic field line        motor        north pole        ohm        parallel        potential difference        

resistance        series        static electricity        south pole         volt        voltmeter

Make sure you can write definitions for these key terms. Key terms

Static electricity: by rubbing insulators together electrons are 
transferred, which gives the objects magnetic charges.

Like charges repel, and opposite charges attract.

Charged objects have electric fields around them.  
These lines show how a positive charge will act.

Charging up
The resistance is a measure of how easy it is to pass through a 
component.   

conductors – low resistance

insulators – high resistance 

Resistance is calculated by measuring the potential difference and the 
current.

The unit for resistance is the ohm (Ω).

Resistance
•   Electromagnets are only magnetic when they have a flow of current, so they can be 

turned off.

•  They are made by running a current through a coil of wire.

•  They usually have an iron core in the middle of the coil, which makes them stronger.

You can make an electromagnet stronger by:

•  adding more turns of wire on the coil

•  using more current.

Electromagnets

In a series circuit all of the components are connected in one loop. If one 
component or wire breaks, current stops flowing everywhere.

Series circuits
•   contain only one loop 

•   the current is the same everywhere

•   the potential difference across each 
component adds up to the potential 
difference across the battery

Parallel circuits
•   contain multiple branches

•   currents in all the branches add up to make the total current

•   the potential difference across each component is the same as the 
potential difference across the battery

Series and parallel circuits

3V

3V

6V

V

V

V

6V6V VV 6VV

•   Magnets have north and  
south poles. 

•   Opposite poles attract, and  
the same  
poles repel:

Magnetic fields
•  A magnet has a field around it. 

•   You can see the field around a bar magnet with a small compass or 
iron filings.

•  If the lines are close together the field is stronger.

•   The Earth has a magnetic field, which acts like a big bar magnet, with 
the south pole at the top of the planet.

Magnets

small compasses

S N current

•   Current is the amount of charge flowing per second. 

•   It is measured with an ammeter (connected in series). 

•   The unit for current is the amp (A).

Circuits and currents

S N

S

S

SN

N

N

•   moving cars or other metal objects

•   sorting iron and steel from aluminium 

•   making motors and speakers

•   making levitating trains, which travel much faster as there is no friction

How motors work

Uses of electromagnets

This causes a force between the coil of wire and 
the permanent magnet nearby, driving a motor.

•  Potential difference is the amount of energy transferred by the charges in the circuit.

•  It is measured with a voltmeter (connected in parallel). The unit is the volt (V).

Potential difference

before

+ +

+ +

+ +

+ +

– –

– –
– –

–
–

+ +

+

–

– –

after

+ +

+ +

+ +

+ +

–

–

–
+

+ +
– –

–
– –

–
–

Applying a current to a coil of wire makes it 
electromagnetic.
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absorb        chemical store        conduction        convection        convection current        equilibrium        fossil fuel        gear        greenhouse gas        infrared radiation        insulator        joule        kilowatt        kinetic energy        

law of conservation of energy        lever        non-renewable        power station        radiation        renewable        reflect        thermal energy        thermometer        work

Make sure you can write definitions for these key terms.Key terms

 The law of conversation of energy states that energy cannot be 
created or destroyed, only transferred.  

total energy before  =  total energy after

Transferring energy
Light, sound, and electricity are ways of transferring energy 
between different stores.

Energy adds up

•  Thermometers measure temperature in degrees Celsius (°C).

•  Temperature measures the average energy.

•  Thermal energy measures the total energy.

A warm bath has more thermal energy than a heated kettle, even though 
the kettle has a higher temperature.

Heating solids, liquids, and gases
•  As we heat things the particles gain more kinetic energy, and vibrate

more or faster.

•  The energy needed to heat an object depends on the mass, material
and temperature rise.

Equilibrium
Equilibrium is when objects have the same thermal energy.

Energy and temperature

Thermal energy can be transferred by conduction, convection or radiation.

Conduction
•  Particles collide into others when they vibrate.

• Occurs in solids.

Convection
• Occurs in liquids or gases.

•  The part in contact with the heat source gets hotter. The particles move faster,
causing them to become further apart, and a decrease in density.

•  The hot part then rises, and cooler, denser parts fall and take its place at the
bottom.

• They now heat, so the cycle continues. We call this a convection current.

Particles

thermal
store at
a high

temperature

thermal
store at
a low

temperature

Power is the rate of energy transfer – how much energy is transferred 
each second.

Energy bills
• Energy bills are measured in 1 kilowatt per hour (kWh).

For example, a 2 kW device uses 4 kWh.

•  A bill covers the cost of the fuel used at the power station, the power station,
staff, and infrastructure.

•  To convert kWh this to joules, convert the time to seconds.

For example,  2000 J/s × 7200 s = 14 400 000 J

Reducing bills
• Use fewer appliances or more efficient ones.

• Insulated houses lose less thermal energy so don’t need to use as much power.

Energy and power

•  Infrared radiation transfers energy without particles – it is a wave.

• All objects emit radiation.

•  The amount depends on their temperature and the surface (colour and
rough/smooth).

• Radiation can be absorbed or reflected.

Radiation

Work done (J)  =  force (N)  ×  distance (m) 

 Simple machines like levers and gears can make it easier to do work but you 
still get the energy out that you put in.

Work energy and machines

The energy in food varies. 
For example:
•  apple – 200 kJ per

100 g
•  chips – 1000 kJ per

100 g

The energy used when 
we do things varies too. 
For example:
•  sitting – 6 kJ per

minute
•  running – 60 kJ per

minute

Renewable resources
Renewable resources produce greenhouse gases when built, not when used, 
and will not run out. 

For example, wind, tidal, wave, hydroelectric, geothermal, biomass, and 
solar powers.

Energy and power

The current created is sent to our offices, 
factories, and homes down long cables.

These fossil fuels produce greenhouse 
gases, such as carbon dioxide. 

Fossil fuels are burned to heat 
water, which produces steam. 

The steam turns a turbine, which 
spins a generator.

Non-renewable resources
Non-renewable resources include the 
fossil fuels coal, oil, and gas. These 
were formed millions of years ago from 
fossilised remains.
These are non-renewable because 
you cannot reuse them, and they will 
eventually run out.
Coal, oil, or gas are used to run 
thermal power stations.

•  There is energy in the chemical stores
associated with food and fuel.

•  Energy is measured in joules (J).

•  You need different amounts of energy for
different activities.

Food and fuels
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atmospheric pressure         compress        distance–time graph        gas pressure         incompressible        law of moments        liquid pressure        moment        motion        newton metres        newtons per metre square        

pressure        relative pivot       speed

Make sure you can write definitions for these key terms. Key terms

 Speed is how far something moves in a certain time.

speed (m/s)   =  distance travelled (m) 
                        time taken (s)

•    Speed is measured in metres per second (m/s).

•    Convert distances to metres and times to seconds to get the answer.

Relative motion
•   Compares how fast one object is moving to another. 

•   If two objects are moving at the same speed in the same direction then 
their relative speed is zero.

Speed

Distance-time graph
These graphs show the distance something travels over a certain time.

To calculate the average speed from a distance–time graph you find the 
distance covered, and divide it by the time taken.

Motion graphs

•   Pressure is the force exerted on a surface because of weight, and is 
measured in newtons per metre squared.

•   For small areas you can use centimetres instead.

•   Pressure explains why studded boots help you grip grass, or why 
snowshoes help you walk in snow.

pressure (N/m2) = 
force (N)

area (m2)

Pressure in solids

Collisions between gas molecules and their container produce  
gas pressure. 

 If you compress (squash) a gas into a smaller volume there will be more 
collisions, and so a higher pressure.

If you heat a gas, the particles will have more energy. This means they will 
move more quickly and collide with the container more often, so the pressure 
will be greater.

Atmospheric pressure is the pressure acting on us from the air around us.

•  The higher above sea level the lower the atmosphere pressure.

•   This is because the air is less dense the higher you go above sea level, so 
there are fewer collisions between air particles.

Pressure in gases
•   Moments are the turning effect of a force. 

•   The unit for the moment is newton metres (Nm).

moment (Nm) = force (N) × perpendicular distance 
           from the pivot (m)

•   To calculate the moment you multiply the force applied by the distance 
from the pivot.

•   The bigger the force, or the further the distance, the bigger the moment.

The law of moments 
During equilibrium, all the clockwise moments added together must equal 
all of the anticlockwise moments added together.

clockwise moment = force × distance on the right

= 1000 N × 0.5 m

 = 500 Nm

anticlockwise moment = force × distance on the left

= 500 N × 1 m

 = 500N m

 The moments in the example above are the same. This is how see-saws 
balance.

Turning forces

Objects float because of upthrust. Liquid pressure produces this upthrust.
In the example, the object floats because the upthrust acting on the 
bottom of it is stronger than the forces acting on the top.
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•   Solids and liquids are incompressible, because all the particles are 
touching already. This means they pass pressure on.

•   The pressure at the bottom of a liquid is bigger than the top, because of the 
weight of the water liquid pushing down pressure increases with depth.

Pressure in liquids


